
 In the last few weeks, we’ve looked at romance, crime and fantasy fiction. What else is left in 

the book bag?  Here’s a look at new titles and enduring favorites in some of the other popular genres.  

Explore strange new worlds, ride the owl-hoot trail, take a journey back in time, or look over your 

shoulder for things that go bump in the night.   

 For science fiction readers, we have Earth Unaware by Orson Scott Card. The El Cavador, a 

mining ship  in the deeps of the Kuiper Belt, beyond Pluto, encounters a fast-moving object coming in-

system.  Notes the Sun-Times,  "Card has raised to a fine art the creation of suspense by means of ethical 

dilemmas."  In Bloodlines by James Rollins, a series of random events (a kidnapping  off the coast of 

Madagascar, a mass murder at a South Carolina fertility clinic) are tied to a plot which is being carried 

forward within our genetic code.  In 2011’s Robopocalypse by Daniel Wilson, the global network of 

machines on which our world has grown dependent suddenly becomes an implacable, deadly foe. 

Lincoln Child called this book “ visionary fiction at its best: harrowing, brilliantly rendered, and far, far 

too believable."    Looking for a classic in the genre?  Try The Martian Chronicles or Fahrenheit 451 by SF 

pioneer Ray Bradbury, who passed away this spring.     

No fan of historical fiction will want to miss Bring Up the Bodies  by Hillary Mantell.  This tale of 

intrigue among the Tudors has been called “the one must-read of the season.”   In Mission to Paris, Alan 

Furst another story of intrigue set during world war Two.  The unlikely hero is Frederick Stahl, 40, an 

movie star, out to make a picture in Paris.  But as an Austrian by Birth, he has ties which can be of use 

both to the Nazis and to those anxious for France to resist the Reich. Says Library Journal, “Furst evokes 

the city and the prewar anxiety with exquisite tension.”   Jeff Sharra continues to mine the past with his 

latest, Blaze of Glory, a novel of the Battle of Shiloh,  but the not-to-be missed classic  of the Cival War 

era belongs to his father:  Michael Shaara’s The Killer Angels, an epic recreation of the Battle of 

Gettysburg.    

 Western readers will want to check out Hard Country by Michael  McGarrity, who follows three 

generations of New Mexico ranchers  in the Tularosa Basin at the end of the frontier era.  Hampton 

Sides called Hard Country “an expansive, lyrical, period Western in the tradition of A.B. Guthrie, Jr. and 

Larry McMurtry.  Last Year’s Doc by Mary Russell  re-iamgines the life of the legendary gambler and gun-

slinger Doc Holiday.   Library journal praised Doc for its ‘well-developed characters and rich historical 

detail.”  Desperados  by Ron Hanson is account of the exploits of the Dalton gang, as told through the 

shadowy memories of a surving member.   Finally, Charles Portis’  True Girt, the model for the recent  

Coen Brothers  film, is a classic of American vernacular writing.  

  Readers seeking more other-wordly excitements  might try The Wind Through the Keyhole by 

Stephen King. In this continuation of his Dark Tower series, a teenaged Roland Deschain  confronts a 

homicidal shape-shifter.  Publishers Weekly notes that “even those who aren’t familiar with the series 

will find the conclusion both satisfying and moving.”  In the Third Gate by Lincoln Child, athe opening of 

a pharoh’s tomb leads to unexpected horrors.  In Dean Koontz’ 77 Shadow Street , a luxury mansion, 

now converted to luxury condominiums, appears to be an elegant sanctuary but is haunted by episodes 

of madness, suicide, and murder.  Speaking of Koontz, his don’t neglect his excellent Frankenstein series, 



which blend elements of science fiction, murder mystery, and dystopian horror story into a compulsively 

readable brew.    


